Hidden image recovery using a biased photorefractive crystal in the Fourier plane of an optical imaging system.
Self-diffraction can be induced using a biased photorefractive crystal in the Fourier plane of an imaging system where the light beam intensity is naturally high due to the concentration effect of an optical lens. The spatial frequency spectrum of the output image is proportional to the optical power density distribution in the Fourier plane. A photorefractive crystal with small size can be used and hence an reduced amount of biased voltage is needed to obtain significant diffraction effect in the image plane. When the input image is an overlay of a signal and a noise pattern, theoretic model reveals that the induced diffraction in the Fourier plane may be preferably applied on the noise pattern. In order to illustrate the effect experimentally, a signal from a weakly illuminated object is coupled with an overwhelming noise pattern and then the hidden signal is successfully recovered using a SBN61 crystal with an applied voltage of 800 V in the Fourier plane. Such technology can be employed in encrypted spatial communication systems for security purposes.